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Großraum München als Europas Silicon Valley?
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• Warum sollten wir uns mit Innovation, regionaler 
Identität und Ungleichheit beschäftigen?

• Was ist das Verhältnis von Stadt und Land?

• Was zeichnet Innovation im Großraum München / in 
Bayern momentan aus? (“Innovationskultur”)

• Was können wir tun, um Innovation in der 
Metropolregion zu stärken?
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Fahrplan



• Innovation strategies are everywhere…
- Innovation as panacea: Fix health, energy, environment, competitiveness, ageing etc.
- Revitalization: Pressure to reinvent regions as “innovation hubs” to have a future

• A turn to regions as key drivers of innovation
- Shift policy focus from regions and firms to city-regions
- Role of concentration, networks, diversity, resilience, institutions, clusters…

• Global circulation of innovation models and policy frameworks
- How to become the next “MIT,” “Silicon Valley” etc? 
- Standardization and “best-practice transfer” as mode of policy-making 

• Growing disillusionment with innovation: inequality and uncertainty
– What kind of future through innovation? Tensions with local identity, culture, cohesion…
– Unequal geography of innovation: “Lost regions”
– Controversies around emergent technologies
– Ineffective model and policy transfer: Failure usually blamed on “culture” and “context”
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• Growing disillusionment with innovation: inequality and uncertainty
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Situatedness: 
• Not: How to become the next Silicon Valley? 
• But: How to embed innovation in local culture, identity, 

socio-economic priorities?

Directionality: 
• How can we steer innovation in socially desirable directions?

Sustainability: 
• How can we harness innovation for sustainable living? 
• How can live with the consequences of innovation?

Limits to inequality: 
• How can the dynamics of innovation benefit the many, not 

the few -- including urban-rural divides?
• How can we design innovation inclusively?
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New Priorities for Innovation Policy:
From “more innovation” to “better innovation”
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Inter- and intra-regional differences are key
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Now, let’s talk Bavaria…
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Example: Space Innovaition Strategy

“Bavaria One” Initiative
• 2018 Flagship initiative to launch Bavaria to forefront of the global 

New Space economy 
• Bavarian satellites, rockets, new campuses, start-up support
• Pattern of technonationalism and Bavarian exceptionalism
• Technology-driven and regional development-driven

Old narratives of justification: 
• Benefits for Bavarian agricultural and mobility industries 

Narrative of continuation of (successful) tradition 
• Aerospace industry in Bavaria goes back to WWII military and 

70s-80s expansion under former PM Strauss
• “Standortpolitik”

Dismissal of controversy
• … depite massive pushback and sneering



• A mode of innovation that…
- Preserves socio-economic order rather than disrupting it
- Across sectors, innovation activities framed as continuous extension of the past
- Requires explicit compatibility with traditionalist, folkloristic identity in all initiatives
- Idealizes status quo in Bavaria: “the stepping stone to paradise” (Horst Seehofer)
- Characterized by saturation in Munich metropolitan area
- Favors and safeguards political and economic incumbents rather than creating 

an even playing field for innovative challengers (e.g. start-ups)
- Grants the state and bureaucracies a central role in defining and managing 

innovation through a corporatist governance model 
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Understanding Bavaria’s “conservative” innovation culture



1. Traditionalism vs. Modernism

2. High-tech vs. Agrarian

3. Cosmopolitan/Urban vs. Rural/Village

4. Germany‘s leading state vs. independent state
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Characteristic Tensions in Munich‘s Innovation Culture



• Very stable institutional structures and performed “harmony”
- Effectively a „one-party system“ since WWII
- Corporatist governance model (cf next slide)

• Extremely strong and robust economy 
- Outsize role of a dozen multinational high-tech companies:
- BMW, Audi, MAN, Siemens, Infineon, Allianz, Kuka, 

Sixt, Burda, Roland Berger,…
- But also EADS/Airbus, Apple, Microsoft, and Google
- Provide reliable employment, taxes, research funding 

• Plenty new initiatives and “soft” institutional reforms 
- Rarely threatened existing turf
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Factoring in political culture: Social, economic, and political stability



• Strong coordination of all major actors “corporatism”

• Decision-making across sectors based on board-like bodies

• Absence of major public controversies

• Central formative role of state bureaucracies in defining and 
managing innovation, supported by ample finances

Factoring in political culture: small-state corporatism



Bayern und der Großraum München haben eine ausgeprägte Innovationsidentität
• “Konservative” Innovation à “Silicon Valley”-Topos ist nicht hilfreich
• Klare Stärken, z.B. Tradition von regionalen STI Investitionen, Public-Private Partnerships
• Aber: Bestimmte Formen von Initiativen und Innovation nicht (oder nur schwer) möglich
• Limits für Diversität, Disruption, Bottom-Up à Chancen durch breite öffentliche Debatte
• Risiko von weiterer Konzentration und Sättigung

Die Metropolregion braucht eine Innovationsstrategie
• Ist schon Teil der Innovationsidentität vom Großraum München, aber nur implizit
• Innovationsstrategien aus ländlicher/polyzentrischer Sicht neu denken:

à eigene Themen, eigene Bedarfe, eigene Netzwerke, eigene Formate
• Weniger Technologiedomänen, mehr regional, transformativ, missionsorientiert

Viele Innovationsthemen brauchen explizit Regionen, nicht nur Städte
• Z.B. Zukunft der Mobilität, Digitalisierung, Smart Agriculture, Energie, Nachhaltigkeit
• Trend geht zur Smart Villages
• Soziale und wirtschaftliche Nachhaltikeit von Regionen Schlüsselthema
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Implikationen für die Metropolregion



MCube Cluster
Munich Cluster für die Zukunft 
der Mobilität in Metropolregionen
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• One of 7 BMBF “Future Clusters” (137 Proposals)
• 18 interdisciplinary innovation projects
• > 50 Partner
• > 50 Mio. EUR over 10 years (start Nov 2021)
• TUM coordinator (Pfotenhauer, Wulfhorst, Lienkamp)
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